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assday are a premium
B
hard-bodied lure maker of
unsurpassed quality and finish
with a big reputation in their
native Japan. These carefully crafted
lures are thoroughly tested and
proven models which are all but
guaranteed fish catchers.
Frogleys Offshore began
bringing these amazing lures into
Australia with a range originally
built around their reputation to
attract strikes from large trout
and freshwater fish all around the
country.
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Over time these same
qualities have also made the
Bassday lure range deadly as a
bream lure and are also effective
on a range of saltwater species
with whiting and larger predatory
species, like barramundi, also
targets.
The range covers shallow, mid
and deep water diving lures such
as the Sugar Minnows and Sugar
Deeps, as well as top-water
performers like the Sugar Lipless,
Crystal Popper and SugaPen with
the later deadly as a whiting

surface lure.
All the lures are well crafted
and swum to ensure a quality
product to the end consumer.
The action is perfect for inshore
species with both wide and tight
wobbles at a range of speeds
depending on the lure.
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Like no other lure on the market, the Beat Eat is a
sinking minnow lure which features a reverse bib.
The sinking density offers excellent casting
distance and the unique reverse bib means
that the Beat Eat swims from the
bottom up. The reverse slant and
taper results in a tight baitfish
like action which can
operate throughout the
entire water column.

Code: BEAT47
Style: Sinking
Size: 47mm
Weight: 1.8g
Depth: All
Action: Tight roll

Code: BEAT55
Style: Sinking
Size: 55mm
Weight: 2.6g
Depth: All
Action: Tight roll

beat eat
47&55
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Sugapen
70
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Code: SP70F
Style: Floating
Size: 70mm
Weight: 4.3g
Depth: Surface
Action: Dog walker

The SugaPen is a uniquely designed dog walker. With its turned
down cup-face, this lure is designed to create a subtle splash like a
traditional popper, but with the advantages of being able to be used
as a dog walker. When estuary surface luring, this is the best of both
worlds in surface fishing.
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With its small profile and longer length it has already proven itself
with big bream and whiting falling to its alluring action.
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Sugapen
58
Code: SP58F
Style: Floating
Size: 58mm
Weight: 4.1g
Depth: Surface
Action: Dog walker

The Sugapen is synonymous with top water
fishing. It’s iconic forward-facing cup and slender profile perfectly
mimics a fleeing prawn. The range has now been increased to
include a 58mm length model.
The 58 casts perfectly due to its slimline profile which produces
little wind resistance. The action is the same as the larger sizes
but this has a more subtle presence. The lure and it can be wound
flat out or with a pause and wind technique.
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Other offshore species such as bonito and
dolphinfish will also love them as the extended length and
wider body creates a commotion predators will hunt down.

Sugapen
95
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Code: SP95F
Style: Floating
Size: 95mm
Weight: 8.5g
Depth: Surface
Action: Dog walker

The bigger version of the
popular SugaPen 70, the
SugaPen95 is a larger profile lure
that maintains the turned down
cup-face the SugaPen is known for.
Creating subtle splashes to attract larger
predators, the SugaPen 95 is perfect for
larger species like trevally and even kingfish.
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Sugapen
120
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Code: SP120F
Style: Floating
Size: 120mm
Weight: 19.5g
Depth: Surface
Action: Dog walker

The iconic
Bassday Sugapen family
has been expanded with a
larger 120mm model. It’s perfect
for larger estuary fish as well as the
offshore species. The 120 has all the
fantastic attributes of the hugely popular
70mm and 95mm models. This new bigger
brother has excellent casting distance, thanks
largely to its slimline profile which produces minimal
wind resistance to get the lure out further. The Sugapen’s
most famous feature has always been its slanted cup face, and
the 120 still has that spitting action while being walked, which
is a big part of why this lure is so unique and effective.
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Code: BF65
Style: Floating
Size: 65mm
Weight: 7.5g
Depth: Surface
Action: Popper

The Backfire was originally designed
for Black Porgy on Lake Hamana in Shizuoka
but it has proven itself in our local conditions in Australia.

The slim profile produces little wind resistance. The action is that of a classic popper and will be
excellent for bass, bream and other surface feeders. It works best with a pop, pop, pause technique.

BACKFIRE
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The Backfire is 65mm long and through wired making
it strong and dependable. It weighs 7.5 grams and casts exceptionally well for
a small lure. The large cupped face is capable of both dramatic pops, and small subtle, ripple inducing
pops, when using a slow and light touch.
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BUN
30

Code: BUN30
Style: Wake Bait
Size: 30mm
Weight: 4.5g
Depth: Sub Surface
Action: Wobble

www.bassday.com.au

The Bun is a realistic beetle imitation.
It is a floating, shallow running wake bait, designed to imitate a beetle in distress
on top or just under the waters’ surface. It has a wide wobble action and creates
a large wake. This will be dynamite on fish like Bass, Bream, EP’s, JP’s, Sooty’s,
Trout and anything else that eats a beetle.
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The Bassday Yaminama Sniper features a unique 0.8mm
aluminium cup that gets the lure waddling across the surface
quickly. A large brass plate mounted under the belly hits the
lure under retrieve making a distinct fish-attracting sound while
nighttime anglers will also love the built in chemical light holder
(2.9mm diameter lights) that ensure you can not only hear your
lure, but you can see it as well.

Code:YS65
Style: Floating
Size: 65mm
Weight: 15g
Depth: Surface
Action: Walker

Yaminama

Sniper
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Bassday produce some
world class surface lures
including the SugaPen which is
well known for its whiting catching
ability. Now those chasing bass and
cod can add the Yaminama Sniper to the
list of Bassday’s finest surface lures with this unique
surface walker available in five amazing colours including glow.
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sugar
deep 35

Code: SD35F
Style Floating
Size: 35mm
Weight: 2.1g
Depth: 1.0m
Action:
Wide wobble

These lures are floating, making
them easy to get off, or over
snags. Coupled with a very
large bib area, they dive
very quickly for their size,
getting to where the fish
are in a few winds. Despite
the large bib, Bassday have
managed to combine castability
in this successful design.

www.bassday.com.au
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Code: SD70
Style: Suspending
Size: 70mm
Weight: 5.5g
Depth: 2.0m
Action: Wobble

sugar
deep 70

SUSPENDING
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A suspending lure,
this Sugar Deep can be steadly
retrieved or paused to sit enticingly for
a predator to snap it up. Critical to its success,
the design team at Bassday created a lure
with a big bib that still casts well.
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sugar
deep 90

Boost Shaft Glide
The Sugarpen Deep 90 incorporates
an innovative slide system to cast further
and more accurately. It is also a floating
rather than a suspending lure.

Code: SDSG90
Style: Floating
Size: 90mm

Weight: 11.2g
Depth: 2.5m
Action: Sharp wobble

The unique weight system uses a sliding tungsten
weight on a rod assembly moulded into the body
of the lure. When casting the weight moves to the
back of the lure delivering greater distance while when
retrieved, moves forward along the rod to weight the lure level
when paused. The SugarDeep 90 Floating Boost Shaft Glide
has a tight wobble that will dive to 2.5 metres making
it ideal for impoundment and estuary fishing for a variety f species.

www.bassday.com.au
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The Sugar Deep 90 Barra Tune
has been developed specifically for
Australia. We have some of the
meanest fish around, so we made
the Barra Tune from a redesigned
popular Sugar Deep 90,
but with a twist. This lure has
upgraded 3X trebles and has
been specifically re-tuned
to swim with the extra weight.
Perfect for barra and other tough
fish. This realistic 90mm jerkbait is a
proven performer.

sugar
deep 90

BARAtuned
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Code: SD90B
Style: Suspending
Size: 90mm
Depth: 2.5
Weight: 12.5g
Action: Sharp Wobble
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sugar
minnow40
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This lure successfully imitates
a swimming minnow and will
respond to rod movements
such as twitching, or can be
retrieved steadily resulting
in an action estuary predators
find irresistible. The lure casts
extremely well and for its size
is very tough. It is a lure we
can recommend to anglers of
all persuasions.

Code: SM40S
Style: Sinking
Size: 40mm
Weight: 1.7g
Depth: 0.5m
Action: Wide wobble

This lure successfully imitates
a swimming minnow and will
respond to rod movements such
as twitching, or can be retrieved
steadily resulting in an action
estuary predators find irresistible.
The lure casts extremely well and
for its size is very tough.
It is a lure we can recommend
to anglers of all persuasions.
Code: SM50S
Style: Sinking
Size: 50mm
Weight: 2.6g

Depth: 1.0m
Action: Wide
wobble
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Sugar

MINNOWSlim 55
A perfect imitation of an estuary
baitfish this is the go-to lure to reach
for when fishing shallow sand flats.
The Sugar Slim 55 isn’t just the domain
of saltwater anglers though, and will
prove equally as effective on
the rivers and
streams for trout.

Code: SM55SL
Style: Suspending
Size: 55mm
Weight: 2.3g
Depth: 1.0m
Action: Wide slow wobble

www.bassday.com.au

Trout in the south and the highlands,
and jungle perch and sooties in the
north will all line up to eat this
slim-lined snack.
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Code: SM70SL
Style: Suspending
Size: 70mm
Weight: 3.5g
Depth: 1.0m
Action: Wide slow wobble

sugar

MINNOWSlim 70
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A floating narrow baitfish profile designed to realistically
imitate a dying baitfish. Courtesy of a shifting ball
bearing weight system, the lure casts well given
its profile and light body. The lure runs with a
wide action with a slow wobble just like a
fish on its last legs. The perfect imitation
for estury baitfish it can be used
effectively in areas with sand
flats interspersed with weed
beds. Freshwater fishermen
targeting trout will also
find it a very useful
lure in streams and
waterways.
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Mogul

MINNOW 66 SP
Code: MM66
Size: 66mm
Weight: 5g
Style: Suspending
Depth: 0.8m
Action: Darting/
wobble n’ roll

Profound in its action,
with an attention grabbing
side-to-side cadence this is a lure that
will equally grab the attention of anglers and invoke a
positive, aggressive response from jerkbait loving fish.
Stunning ultra realistic colours and textbook Japanese attention
to detail make this a must have suspending jerkbait for
bream, bass, trout, and mangrove jack.
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The Bungy Cast is a lip-less
minnow with incredible castability.
Great for hitting boil-ups both offshore
and from the shore, it has been designed
not to break the surface more than
necessary when jerked erratically or
retrieved quickly, increasing hook-up
rates. At a slow retrieve, it swims
with an easy wobbling action, given a light
jerk, it darts quickly imitating a dying
baitfish. It also sinks horizontally and has
two hooks for improved hook-ups.
Perfect for a variety of species.

CT287

Code: BUNGY
Style: Sinking
Size: 100mm
Weight: 30g
Depth: All
Action: Wobble and dart

Bungy
cast
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sugar
lipless
The Sugar Minnow Lipless is a lure with a difference and can be fished in a number of ways. One option is to
surface fish with a steady retrieve, or you can fish it like an erratic bait fish under the surface through a school
of bait fish. If the fish are slow let the sugar lipless sink and the fluttering action makes it irresistible to fish and
they will pick it up from the bottom or hit it while it is on the drop making it a very versatile lure.
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Code: SL50S
Style: Sinking
Size: 50mm
Weight: 4.8g
Depth: All
Action: Wide wobbling
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Code: CP30S
Style: Sinking
Size: 30mm
Weight: 2.3g
Depth: Surface
Action: Popper

crystal
popper
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This popper is
for every angler who
wants to cast a lure into a
bait school in the
distance using the
smallest lure possible.
The solid resin sinking
body and resulting weight
casts long and accurately all
day and the clear body will
reflect light making it appear that
your lure is amongst a school of fish.
Rigged with a single treble, this sinking lure is
designed to be retrieved along the surface like
a fleeing baitfish.

Code: CP55S
Style: Sinking
Size: 55mm
Weight: 5.3g
Depth: Surface
Action: Popper
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kangoku
crank 27

This is the “Jelly Bean” of the Bassday Kangoku Series
and is deadly around structure.
Available in sinking or floating, this lure is deadly in
racks or structure when fish are feeding on small
fish. With its small profile and weight it casts like a
rock and is great for those windy days
where accuracy and distance are still critical.

floating model shown

www.bassday.com.au

Sinking model does not include feathers
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Code: KC27SBS
Style: Sinking
Size: 27mm
Weight: 3.0g
Depth: 0.5m
Action: Wide
wobble

Code: KC27FSH
Style: Floating
Size: 27mm
Weight: 2.4g
Depth: 0.5m
Action: Wide
wobble
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Kangoku VIB 40S is a fantastic lure for prospecting to find fish. By altering
your retrieve and rod angles, you can fish multiple depths. A “Tight and live
vibration” and “one-knock sound created by a moulded weight” can attract
fish when they are less active.You can fish this lure shallow with a faster
retrieve, or fish deep letting the lure sink and sit on the bottom, where fish
will pick it up. Try twitching it like a plastic and see the results
for yourself. It works!

kangoku
viib40
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Code: KV40
Style: Sinking
Size: 40mm
Weight: 4.3g
Depth: All
Action:
Tight wobble
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